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Overview:
The Note Purge application creates a report of any notes in the database that fit within the
criteria of the parameters, with an option to delete them. This can range from all notes into
system, to all notes between a given date range, to all notes created by an individual. Nine
parameters allow for a wide variability for deletion options. This application creates a CSV
report that shows the list of rows that would be affected by the deletion given the parameters.
The report can be run on demand, and the number of notes returned in the report determines
the runtime.
Key Benefits:
This application allows a financial institution to easily document, delete and purge notes from
their database through DNA.
Processing:
As a default, this application selects all notes in the database and produces a report of them.
As parameters are added, the selection of notes is narrowed down. When the user has the
desired notes and sets the RPT parameter to ‘N’, these notes will be deleted and the activity
tables will be updated accordingly.

Parameters:
Parameter
Account
Closed
ThruDate

Effective
Date

Code

Description (how used)

Required

Default

ACTD

The after date parameter, when
filled, will pull notes with a create
date equal to or past the parameter
date.

No

None

No

None

EFF

i.e. A date of 01-01-2017 will pull
notes from the date 01-01-2017 up
till present day
The thru date parameter, when
filled, will pull notes with a create
date from the first date in the
system up to the parameter date.
i.e. A date of 01-01-2017 will pull
notes before and up to the date 0101-2017
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RptOnly_YN RPT

Class

CLAS

Description (how used)

Required

Default

This app generates a report no
matter what. If this parameter is set
to ‘Y’ then it will not delete those
notes from the database. If this
parameter is set to ‘N’ then it will
delete the notes that are generated
in the report and log them in the
activity table.
The CLAS parameter is an optional
parameter to include only notes with
a given class code or class codes.

Yes

Y

No

None

No

None

No

None

Comma delimited option:

Exclude Sub
Class Code

EXSU

CLAS1, CLAS2, CLAS3
The EXSU parameter is an optional
parameter to exclude notes with a
given class code or class codes
Comma delimited option:

Message
Text

MSG

EXSU1, EXSU2, EXSU3
Keyword or list of keywords/phrases
that would cause a note in the
report to not be deleted, despite
fitting the other parameter criteria.
Comma delimited list of keywords or
phrases to save. The phrases
cannot involve commas, as commas
are the delimiter between multiple
options in this parameter.
Note: A value found in the MAOA
field will produce a value of “N/A” in
this MSG field in the report created
since it has priority
Comma delimited option:
keyword1, keyword2, phrase3
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Parameter

Code

Description (how used)

Required

Default

Match ANY
or ALL

MAOA

Keyword or list of keywords/phrases
that would cause a note in the
report to be deleted no matter what
(even if the ‘do not delete keywords’
are found)

No

None

No

None

No

None

Comma delimited list of keywords or
phrases to delete. The phrases
cannot involve commas, as commas
are the delimiter between multiple
options in this parameter.
Comma delimited option:

Subclass

SBCL

keyword1, keyword2, phrase3
The SBCL parameter is an optional
parameter to include only notes with
a given subclass code or codes.
Comma delimited option:

Person(s) to
Include

PERS

SBCL1, SBCL2, SBCL3
This parameter is an optional
parameter to include only notes that
were created by the person with the
given PersNbr

Variables:
None.
Scheduling and re-run information (for batch applications):
The application can be run any time for any date range.
Report (s):
Below is a sample of the report created by this application.
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Field Listing:
Field
NoteNbr
Create Date
CreatePersNbr
Note Text
Inactive Date
Date Last Maintained
Note Class
Note Sub Class
Create Date
Save Keyword Found

Delete Keyword Found
Will Delete
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Description
The NoteNbr of the note
The date the note was created
The PersNbr of the person who created the
note
The note text of the note
The date the note became inactive (may not
apply)
The last date the note was modified or edited
The Class Code of the note
The Sub Class Code of the note
The date the note was created
Y/N flag for if any of the keywords to save the
note were found
Will show N/A if the Delete Keyword is found,
because it no longer matters if the Save
Keyword is found
Y/N flag for if any of the keywords to definitely
delete were found
Y/N flag for if after all the computing is done,
whether the note will be deleted
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Additional Requirements:
Configuration Checklist:
Test
Environment

Item

Production
Environment

Parameters
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